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PREFACE

The continuity and effectiveness of educational organization, are

determined by the balance that they maintain in specific organization-
.

environment transactions. Each organization carries on both input and output

exchanges with its environment. The effectiveness of an educational organi-

zation is determined by mecsuring the degree to which organizaticnal outputs

fulfill societal change requirements and satisfy organizational and individ-

ual needs and desires. Outputs that are responsive to human needs and
r.

desires enable the organization to establish and Aaintain advantageously-

balanced irput and output exchanges with its environment. When organization-

environment transactions are favorable to the organization, each new set of

outputs provokes a fresh supply of inputs from the environment.

The mechanisms which are operative in organization-environment trans-

actions are not clearly understood. In an effort to secure more information

regarding tie in:ut exchanges of organizations, OPERATION PEP asked

David 0. Porter to define the organizational aspects of resource mobilization.

This document pteoents resource mobilization as the active aspect of resource

acquisition by arganizati*os ane discusses the differcntial capabilities of

organizations tc mobilize resources. Rec,Ignizing that only limited resources.
.. - . '.

an available, this document has been designed to orient managers of educe-
,.

tional orgcnizatiOns to me aspecta of isscurce mobilization theory and

reacarch. The-rimeentation is timely in the sense that it has been tailored

to the essential aspects of phoning- programming- budgeting Systems.
ri

Donald R. Miller.
,
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44.

ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS OF RESOURCE MOBILIZATION*

by David O. Porter
Assistant Professor

Administration and Political Science
University of California-Riverside

Iutroducti,,n

The acquisition of resources (or inputs) is an activity ccamon to all

organizations. Mobilizing resources is the most active aspect of resource

acquisition, It requires a constant scanning of the environment for

resources. Other aspects of resource acquisition, such as Ugacies and
. .

viudfalls, are also important, but usually outside the control of

members in an organization.

incumbent

Resource mobilization is affected by stmctural factors in orgariza-

tions and thzir environdients. These variables will provide a focus for

our discussion. This subject seems particularly appropriate for rosear-b
s;.; . !,r' 4 ! s,r?

4.

by political scientists. the maneuvering, scheming and strategies used in
. - . .

mobilizing resources are the substance of "politics" as this word is classi-

cally defined.

*This taper repreeCts a part of the research bring done on a broader ,e
stud resource Whilitation. I would like to thank Bertram M. Gross,'"

2,AMichael %winger, Itrictriat and David Warner for reading and commenting
Oi16iBititY4raihM Of this' paper. 181m-c10 thaw is also given to the staff

f of OPOATIO0 PEP fOthe thorc4hAiditing they rave the Preliminary manu-
icrfpt."Thait coolants greaLly improved the paper. Reepoodibility, however,
fOr447:14TOrill PA logic or fact is alga.

'



The first ccnsideration of this paper is an outline of some of the

notions from general systems theory which are relevant to mobilization;

second, is a review of some of the literature that pertains to or points

toward a theory of mobilizing resources; third, is a precntation of a more

integrated theory of resource mobilization; and foutth, is an application

of this theory to some of the literature in public budgeting.

System Concepts Relevant to Resource Mobilization

Concrete Systems

There a...e as many "systems" theories as authors writing about systems._
.

It is not the purpose of this paper to select any one "theory" as most

,correct. Rather, a few of the generally agreed-upon elements in systems

theory rill be assessed, with a concentration upon the aspects of systems

' moat closely .:onnacted with mobilizing resources or procuring "inputs."

Broad4 defined, a System "is a set of units with teletionships among

them. JamAs G. Miller identifies three categories of Systems--conceptual

'yawl's, abstracted synteme and concrete systems. In ,tonceptual i)stems, sym-
- , :

!oliSuCh as words or 'nowhere are the basic elements. Relationships between

tbetieleits are **pressed in consistent sysibole; Conceptual systems mil or
.

say not be intended to have a formal identity with nom! empiriCally observed,

1,. concrete system. The elements and their relationships in abstract systems
.

.
, .

are "abstracted or selected by en observer in the light of hia interests."

others Dot. Observers chose and

"777
A -,-

4Veisie O. OIller' 14A.int Syirtemst' Issic Concepts," Behavleril Science,



defined the basic concepts for the convenience of their re8earch. 2

Concrete systems, Miller's third category, are those in which there

is a non-random accumulation of matter and energy, located in a region

of physical "time-space," and organized into co-acting, inter-related

sub-systems or components. 3 Both the elements and relationships in

concrete systems are empirically observable.

basic element:. of a concrete system.

Figure 1 illustrates the

---- Environment

Subsystems

Outputs
Inputs

Feedback

Fig. 1--Elements in a concrete system

A system is distinguished from its non-organized "environment" by the

proximity of the mite, their similarity, their cannon fate and the distinct

patterning of the Unite.4 hipoundaries" are .:,ore or less perteable,

permitting a flow of inputs or resources from the environment into the
":

system and a flow of outpt'ta or proA4crs hack into the environment. Such
F.

, ,

gyetems are called 'opensysterit." The "state of organization" in open

systole may increat.4, decreael, or'relain'Conetant, depending on the relative

hi:20044i';
t . I. p. 202.

p. 203.



flows of inputs and outputs through time. A "feedback" mechanism monitors

the flow of outputs and provides needed information when the transformation

processes within the system require adjustment.
. -

Located within the system are the subsystems which transform inputs

into outputs. The interdependence of these subsystems varies widely from

system to system. They can often be examined as "systems" in their own

right. In fact, te choice to discuss a particular "level" of a system is

usually arbitrary, and depends primarily on the interests of the observer.

Once this decision has been made, all systems inclusive of the one under

f1study are suprasystems, and included in it are subsystems.:
,.

Gen:aral systems theorists argue that there ate some generalizations
!

, -

that can be made between the elements of different systems, whether bio-

logical or social. Hiller classifies these generalizations into three

broad types.

.

it . . In (individual)

,.

T . Tn (Type)

. Y-1-1.", (Level)

.-, !

Fig. 2--Kinds of system generalizations

f

-

".7(. :!. .
Comparisons cenbe 'tads, first, between individuals (see.I1 . . . In in

Figure 2) within a specific type, e.g., house cats; second, between
. .

different types (T1 . . . To), e.g., cross-species generalizations like

cats sod frogs; and finally, betweee different levels iLn), e.
,

. ,

-.generalisations free "cell tesociety."5
.

4 p. .



Miller suggests that cross-system generalizations can be based on three

criteria: (1) "recognizing aspect of two or more systems which have

comparable status in those systems:" (2) "hypothesizing a quantitative

identity between them;" and (:) "empirically demonstrating that identity

within a sortain range of error by collecting data on a similar aspect of

each c;: the two or more systems compared.
it6

Thus, Miller concludes:

A set of observations at one level or type of behaving
systems can be associated with findings at another to support
generalizations that are far from trivial. It may be possible
to uae the same conceptual system to represent two quite

,different sorts of concrete systems, or to make models of
them with the same mathematical constrvets. It may even be
possible to make useful generalizations which apply to all
living systems at all levels. Such formal identities should

: include terms which Also state specifically the inter-type
and inter-individual disidentities. The identification and
confLcmatiou of these formal identit!es is a matter for
empirical study.? ti

It is our contention that the mobilization of resources is an activity
, .

common to all systems, at all levels. :If any system, whether biological

social if, to maintain a state of "homeostasis" (or self-stabilization),

must keep a flow of resources coming into the system from the external

environment. Although there are areas of fruitful comparison between the

mobilization activities of biological and social systems. this paper is

confined to a discussion of the wobilizinz activities of the latter.



Related Literature

The Organizational Context--A Neglected Concept

The concept of mobilizirg resources is often discussed, but seldom

analyzed. All political scientists recognize the need for governmenl:s

to find and retain enough resources to continue their operations, but few

hove systematically discussed the manner in which these resources are

obtained.

The work of Harold Lascwell provides an example of some of the earlier

analyses of activities related to resource acquisition and mobilization.

In his classic book, Politics: Who Gets What, When, and How, he studies

the strategies used by political elites "who get the most of what there

to getY)8 He identifies four tyres of strategy: (1) strategies which

manipulate symbols and ideologies to the advantage of the elite; (2)

strategies Centering on the threat or use of violence; (3) strategies for

controlling hnd rationing the flow of goods auu services; and (4) 3trate-

gips which manipulate specific organizational practices for the achievement

specific goals.

Lastwell's analysii focuses primarily on the struggles of elites for

the attainment of such values as deference, safety, or income. Little

attention it hiven to the types of elite behavior that may be associated

with certain kinds of organisations. Rather, more attention is given to

analyzing the mobilisation strategies of individual members of elites and

classifying the attributes (i.e., skills, class, personality, or attitude)
-,

("Harold D. Lowell, Politicos Who Oats What, When, How, Meridian
Books (Cleveland, Ohio: The World Publishing Co., 1958), p. 13. First

limbed, 1936.



of these elites, without regard for the organizational context within which

they operate. When organizational attributes are taken into consideration,

the individual attributes described by Laiswell may be constrained.' In

,ether worus the degree to which a given individual will mobilize resources

ptty.ontdeendsnotoilisakills, class, persoaality and attitude, but also

on the organizational context in which he is located.

Four social scientists have written very explicitly about mobilizing

resources within organizations -Talcott Parsons, a professor of sociology;

William H. Newman, P professor of business administration; Bc;rtram M. Gross,

a professor of political science; and James D. Thompson, a professor of

Lusiness administration and sociology. All four writers view the mobilizing

of rtsources as essential to the operation of organizations.

In discussing organizations which are goal-oriented, or which have a

primary "orientation totho attainment of a special goal,"9 Talcott Parsons

identifies mobilization or procurement of resources as one of the three

primary functions of an organization;

The primary adaptive exigencies of an organization concern
the procureu:ent of the resources necessary for it to attain
its gotl or Carry out its function; hence otte major field of
institutionalization concerns the modes of procurement of
these resources. Secondly, the organization will itself have
to have instit-tioqalized procedures by which th.se resources
ere biOnibt-to bat in the 'cOncrete'ptOcetsel of goal attain7

.ment; and, finally, there will have to be institutional'
paiterni ditiniWatd'regulating the limits of ,A6miitments
to this ',organization as compared with others in which the
41104 lietsoria'and bthei resoutCi conirollert are

;

:.

9Telcott Persons, Structlire and Process in Modern Societies (Glencoe,
Ill.: The free Press, 1960), p. 17. Italics in original.

I0Ibid., p. 22.
w.



The development of institutions and procedures for the mobilization

of resources is vital to the organization. Resources are not automatically

available. They must be acquired in an environment of scarcity.

Some administrators mistakenly assume that resources will be "allocated"

(through some invisible hand) among competing demands according to the

economic efficiency, and that obstacles to the free transfer of resources

from one use to another are not significant. Parsons demonstrated that

such assumptions are not realistic. He borrowed from a simplified economic

model, based on these assumptions, to analyze some of the factors influencing

the mobilisation of personnel resources.11. This model combined a concept

of "marginal productivity" from price theory in econocwiththe concept

of "freedom of contract." According to these concepts, an employer retsf.ns

. an employee cnly as long as the marginal productivity of his work exceeds

the marginal costs of his wages, and the employee seeks the employer who

will pay. the highest wnge,for his services. The rewards considered

ilportintby eech party are e.lausted by monetary rewards, with either

,party free to terminate the contract at will It is also assumed that

?there are no barriers to the movement of money and people, from one organi-

ration to another.

= Parsons examines recruitment. and employment practical to see how

clearly they apprOsi(eate the patterns pr4dicted by this rather narrow model.

ACcppling.to his iiwielyil0;,buSinmOsjirs06 shgep.4 1U the production of

tangible sop4p_e4DrOxiMited thiamertimil pi4JUat-Irt.don of contract"
7- '*

'

Model :,.pat closely. In Suck firms, npn7ecOnu.Sic relations between employer
, . ,77.; %," :.

rod are kept at a minbawm and the procedures of cost-accounting

.

, -; r;

IlIbid i pp. 78-



can be easily applied to the producCon process. In order to protect them-

selves from the uncertainties of the market and changing technologies,
.

.

'

workers in such firms organize unions. The unions work to substf':ute other

criteria for hiring and firing than marginal productivity. They emphssize

seniority and resist schemes of remuneration based primarily on performance.
."

The further the function of the organisation moves away from the

production of tangible commodities for a market, the more employer-employee

relations deviate from the purely economic patterns lacdicted by the model

of marginal productivity and freedom of contract. Parsons cites, as an
, -

example, the activities of civilian erployees in large government bureau-

cracies. Seniority and tenure are conspicuous as criterie for advancement

and pay. He associates

bility of the services provided. Also, accurate cost-accounting is more

the existence of these patterns with the intangi-

difficult in such situations.

Parsons further noted that non-:economic factors were important in

';
executive and professional remunerat!cn. Alttoughbisineasexecutivea here

-iven primarily financial rewards, these rewards were not based directly on

productivity. Professionals and executives in non-profit organizations
,

receive lower &whales than executives in profit-making ft:tn. Parsons .

suggests this is due to the non-monetary satisfactions derived from pro-
,

fessional work. A sUbstartial part of their reward is greater job security

and the salIplactione derivad from perfOrming:70blic service." Also, fees
;R:.:

for profeesional vork arc not based on their economic valwo, but are usually

tied to a sliding ec.lo, increasing with the client's ability to pay.

.2 in summary, Par6onc identifies four primary factors that will influence

ofparsonnalreJourcs; (1) the tangibility or ints--4-

ility'bf the product produced by. the organization; (2) the desires el the_



employees flr job security; (3) the number of non - economic relationships

among the employer, empinee and client; and (A) the importance of non-

economic rewards.

Newman

Winiam Newman describes "acquiring resources" as one of the five

processes of administration. 12 He defines resource acquisition as
-

"arranerg for use by the enterprise the personnel, capital, facilitiep,

and other things or services needed to execute planar : ". Like Pivsons,

however, Newman loncentrhtee primarily on the mobilization and retention of,

,

personnel -,2soarces and only briefly considers how other kinds of resources

are moWized: Two out of three chapters dealing with the acquiring of
.

resources are devoted to a discUspion of strategies for finding, training,

promoting and rewarding executi.es. Newman reasons that without competent

executives. aane of the other needed resources can be acquired."

Conspicuously absent from his discussion on personnel mobilization

is any auggestiod or strategy on hogto arquire these resources from the

general'euVirousiOnt of organizations.' ?bet of the discusdion centers one

hoi to deterilne the orgenik:Stionel needs for executive personnel; how to

OaluatieseentiWes; and bow to design program' of prolokion and componss-

fOn stied at reteini% 04e3onnsi. Newman recognises that personnel

.

iOtty'W'ain the'et.ipanyire potentially valuable resources'for higher-

eVsl. enieutiver.' Aeedidingly; he snegeeti strategies for deftlopine, Sees

4 :.-

N.: ilii.t,Notworketion (2n4' ed., SngleMobd Cliff.,
.1901W47-17477-ihe other four processes are



No attempt is)made to identify general categories of organizations or

the peculiar personnel problems associated with any of these categories.

leather then develop a theury to make such distinctions, Newman refs on

the exercise of "judgment" in the application of the "principles" he

suggests to specific enterprises.

In addition to considerations of personnel recruitment, Newman

suggests three other general aspects in the mobilizing process: First,

there is a necessary inter-dependence between an enterprkse and its input

suppliers. Each must depend on the other to perform a vital organizational

function. The supplier relies on the producer as a user of its outputs;
,

the producer relies on the supplier for n.eded inputs. The stronger or

more aggressive of the two may find it necessary to strengthen the caps-

bilities of the other so that there will be an adequate supply of materials

Or an adequate market for products. Newman cites the example of Sears in

South America. ,Sears seen* several yeers developing the capabilities of

local suppl...ers to meet Sears' needs for dependable; periodic de1iveries.14

Second, the variety of possible relationships between suppliers and

producere effects the .resource mobilization process. Thass relationships

range from informal ejreements to mergers of the two organizations. The
'

.

shat flexible relationship that will still assure a supply of resources is

. :'likely to ba abet satisfactory.' Th4 important factors to conilder in

_
fdids-on the kind Oftelationship ire resources., their scarcity end the

rsiiibility:Of the suppliers. .

Thiidilechilixine icti4itise differ qualitatiraiy and quantitatively

jo, Proiialts Observed Neighing-
titntion,'190):15i A more extended discussion on

Mats sad buyers.



at &fferent suborganizational levels, i.e.; the kinds of mobilizing activi-

ties undertaken at the highest l.vels of an organization are different in

quality and quantity from tho,,e at the lower leJels. Higher-level execu-

tives spend much of their time legitimizing the functions of their organi-

zati.ms within the society, protecting themselves from unfavorable laws,

adjusting to changes in demand, or keeping abreast of the mobilizing tech-

niques of the competition. At the lower levels, some of the same processes

take place, but with a much narrower scope. fArateglus of mobilization often
.

. ' .
. . _

differ qualitatively because lower-level executives do much of their mobil-
-

izing within an enterprise, and their outside contacts are with lower levels

' ofother organizations.

Gross

,:-Jertrem Gross views "acquiring resources" as one of seven basic perfor-

manteepects of organizatious'or systems.1.5 WitfroUt resources, no activity

can take place iu an organization.*

MO:ther'ProdUcing 'output not investing in the syitim--at
, any level of efficiency--is possible without resources that

4' OA:be -used as inputs. These must be "obreined,-froM the
external environment.16:7S

2.!

Parsons, he 4allodes the "daydream" that resources flow automatically

theirgsnization. Adequate .641-Alarm are acained only through careful-

linea strategies. ;"lasourtes do not CMS, like Obedient slaves, when

,
'''-- 1 -'.-1,1&alirtrila M. Gross, "What Are Your OrgaaisatiouveAjictives1"-Mumen

AMIlt(1965)-##1490-21.605eilreMMi Gtaii, "The'Sfite of the
1;iSeolal Systems A4Counting," in Social Indicators, ed. by Payaond A.:.

-'sir 104 It.i.T..Vpilesi":19466), pp. 24547. The other six elements
''' 4.*#1444.0414nter404,A)11:10oriot output, 0) offigtapt use of

411--',/ ' -(1,0P: '5)-ob-,41 "e.idiiil and
...r,

'.t.t` ,e.'.. ,-,.=,. e:.4..i h.,..-:,. ,V

';i,W1=,? -ftv,.-4i,
-- -



called. They must be mobilized."17

Although Par'ons and Newman recognize the need to mobilize ill types of

resources, they emphasize the mobilization of personnel.. Gross more

thoroughly discusses the processes for mobilizing many types of resources.

He identifies three basic types: money, the most general resource because

it is exchanged for others as they are available; people; and physical

facilitieE. A series of technical specialties has grown up around the

mobilization of each of these f.ypes of resource. Accountants, budgeteers

and financiers mobilize money; personnel managers mobiliie pecolc; and

procurement tperations mobilize ma,:ariale.

Gross outlines three major elements in the processes of resource

r.bilization.18: (1) "Mobilization logic" fo.uses 'on the strategies used to

get the primary and most genera: asources from the environment. Users of .

' this logic conceatrate on the acquisition of resources, giving less atten-

tion to their later utilization. Often these activities aro merely "iMagi-

, native ProlAngsof the future," explorations to see whit resources arev.

. available.' ..). "Use logic" is "mote sober. ", Resources must be matched with .

the objectives. Therefore, these calculations are more closely connected

with the production or tarvice .omponents of the organization. In short,

4'!lancy juitificatiOne" are traneforeed, through this logic, ittC concrete

plo=rins.' (3) ftDemobilitatiOn" deals with thit inverse of the first two,',

14.; the ,di.spoititica of itirplus resources. Surpluses are caused by excess
.:=,:±:. 'J. -;.-.," -....:.:,; ". ".... ,,.--,..,7.,'$: :./.' '' .. % .'...: "--; "-:: ': .. _:.

iligittion chatsipie-in patterns of utilization, technoloilical obsolescence,
--'.,,-.' ..- :---'. ",-..""- -"" i '-. .:- :-..', ' v."'' :1 ,.:`' ,.exthe deterioration of the usefulness of resource through age and wear.

1,..7&,-A.A". a3 ,i ,...
34,11.1tram 16 Oros., The Naive int of Orisniaatzont (Pleti Yorks The Free

); -.ti 696.:.: - :I.-;.,-...,-- --- , -:.:,.- 0.
. -'. '

34t
.^4i"

A



The most difficult aspect of demobilization comes when the surplus is caused

by a shift in the goals of the organization and people and resources must be

dropped becaurm of this shift.

Thompson

James D. Thompson, in Organizationa in Action,1? provides an analytical

framework for a differentiation of the roles of three suborganizational

levels in thMeobilizatioa processes, the identification of mobilization

strategies peculiar tl particular technologies and ths association of

patterns of mobilization with certain characteristics of the environment.

,.Thompson begins his anelyais by describing "open" and

In a closen system, all of the components bre contributing

%of.the system, the system's goalnare relatively certain and

',actions within the system are fairly well known. In an open

"closed" systems.

to the operation

the effects of

sybtem, uncer-

ttinty is expectsd; many unanticipated influences and contingencies affect

he systems operation' and many of the significant variables are either

or sro.,no numerous and complex that understandings of their inter-

ACtlyui, are incomplete.
. -... ; .

Thompson, rejec40.the idee'tha; compl4m:orgenizationo can be viewed

elpstr.open or closed symtemp.:,,instoe4,-.h4 argues that "the phenomena

taemcimted with opep7, and clpeedraystem steateimp, are not randomly,dietrib-

iome,,bvt instead toad to be specialized by

.4* orialaution..H20

as

Os mama Personal notion that

d t

"James D. Th01101100. Oramiliationa in Action Vey Yorks McGraw Hill,
f; 1067). . s .

..) ofJ:
, 1



organizations can be divided into three distinct suborganizational levels- -

institutional, managerial end technical--to identify areas of specialization

resociated with open- or cloaed-systems. Separat-...ons between these levels

are qualitatively different from those associated with n simple hierarchy.

There is a two-way interaction between levels, with each having the power to

interfere with the functioning of the other two.

The institutional level is must "open." It legitimizes the goals and

outputs of the organization withir the context of. the community or society.

:interactions with the environment are ,..xtensive and the boundary-spanning

!!onsiderations of input acquisition or output disposal occur under conditions

of relatively high uncertainty. ; EmpLuIais is
.

flexibility. A c3rporate hoard of directors

of the institutional

. The managerial level nerves a mediating role between the institutional

on a long-range perspective

or a school board are

and

and technical levels. Managers adjust and supplement the inputs provided by

- the institutional level to the more specific needs pf the technical level.. .

Both the memageriel and institutional levels buffer the technical level

from the uncertainties of input acquisition and output disposal in the
..-

.environment. " -

The:technical level soft nearly approximates

,Asain concern at;this lasel.is the. coordination of,
' 7,

..trith:ShiLeffietive perforpance of the.primery functions of the organisation.

La ImiCencertemty:sbout.how.inpute.will be,Acquirsd or -how outputs

of, as these mutters armhendlbd by-,:the institutional. end

4*.elos..-1$111.00nei4orstions are usually abort .run and the pusher

iciest Variable:a to be considered are fewer than sit the other two

levels.: Itoppion further notes that "the primary



exigencies to which the technical suborganization is oriented are those

imposed'by the nature of the technical task, such as the materials which

must be processed and the kinde of cooperation of different people required.

to get the job done effectively."1 For these reasons, the type of tech-

nologies used at the technical 167e1, the materials or persons processed

and the availability of these materials or persons w.n1 affect the degree

of uncertainty in producing the desired outputs at this level.

Thompson classifies technologies into three loose groups: .11Long-
.

liriked,"--those which involve a sequential series of steps; "mediating"-7

' those which b-ring parties together for communication or shared risk; and

nintensiie"-those in which a single client or object is treated by .a

nusibet'af speciait...es, and the state of the client or object determines the

order and extent of actions taken by the specialties. Each of

nOlogiei will influence resource mobilizing, but primarily at the

svel within the organization. ;

Loag=iinked techiologies are usually quite sophisticated, there

is ioneidetabie iiidersLanding about'the relationships among the important

variables: Inputi coseug into such technologies can often be standardized

and are relatively well known. Managerial levels find or develop suppliers
r . ,

. to provide such inputs at the beat terms and deliver the, to the technical

`Interittiene barweee,the toChuical end managerial levels; or between
.;

bee:,L'..tbibitelIreer,eed,4146. o/raiment are Oftenroutine and standardised.

tibeleaeligiem amit-4.40Mts'ciecustometeeho wish to be

teLeib660-ktilities or insurance companies.

logtOal problai'aftbictypo oferganisation'tentera around

:.' 5 :; a
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to standardize its operations and assure participants that transactions will

be handled in comparable ways. The "bureaucratic techniques of categorization
.., .

and impersonal application of rules" have been widely employed in such organ-

izations.

In intensive technologies, understandings about the relationships among

variables are uncertain. There is no assurance that the desired result will

follow from the addition of particular new resources. Further, each task

Is often unique and defies standardization. Therefore, series of "mutual

adjustments" mUst.be made between the technical level; the environment and

the higher levele, of the organization. Each operation is "customized."

SUCh processes place heavy burdens on the coordinating capacities of the

organization, as each activity requires the operation of at. extensive

communication network.' ' --:1

Assessments of the performance of the technical level are also associ

ated with the type and sophistication of the technology. Criteria range

froM economic efficiency for the long-4inked technologies to evaluations

based on the'Optnions of reference groups for technologies which are more

'' intensive or less sophisticated. The more difficult assessments of perfor-

lance are," the more difficult it is for resource

specific outputs for apecifie-inpuLs.

suppliers to demand

The characterietiee of the environment of the organization also

en effect oiiiitow ritoUrce* are mobilined. Each organization occupies a
t '!,".

11 O or Nlomi Ile within the gen...ral sbcietal context. This domain

'itdoimatiiii Of the'neimie or deiguids met hy'the'organitatioU, the population

served and the services or geode provided. No organisation provides or

Satire* all of the components it needs to meet the demands it serves

p011;eOf.en input-output eheiti relative to

4.-=;C



any of their resources. Hospitals must rely on pharmaceutical firms to

provide drugs, laundries to clean linens, medical schools to train physi-

cians and many other suppliers which provide hundreds of other products and

service,. "Hence the organization's domain identifies the points at which

the organization is dependent on inputs from the environment. 1122 The

mobilization resources from its domain is one of the primary political-

concerns of organizations.3
. ,

Domains are mutually defined by the people within the organization

and sectors of the "task environment." The task environment is that portion

of the "general environment" which is relevant tr potentially relevant to

goal setting or goal attainment for the organization. It is always multi-

fir...eted, complex and unique to each organization. Even in the most totali-
..

tarian general enviornments there are a large number of possible arrangements

for an organization's task environment.

, Dependence on any one element in the task environment is seen by

Thompson as the inverse of power. An.organization ie dependent in propor-

tion to its needs for a particular resource and the dispersion or cJncentra-

tion of the capacity of suppliers in the environment to provide the retzurce.

Similarly, the dependence of the organisation is influenced by the relative

dispersion or concentration of demands for its outputs.
- '

The extent to which.sources of input (or supplier and output (et

clients) coincide places a further constraint on the activities of the
.

organization. When input and output sources overlap, evaluations of output

relative -to specific inputs are more probable., Promises med., in obtaining

.221114 p. 17.

,44ntheny Pointe' concept of "bureau territorinllity" is pisilar to the
Concept'of'domains'i414 Antbnny Down., tasicii'llarenucreci. (bonton:
rown'Anal Co.;.1967), pp. 212-13. -



inputs must be honored in the production of outputs.

Organizations will try to manage their dependence on eny one resource.

Efforto will be Made. to maintain or develop alternative suppliers (and

clients). If a critical resource is produced by few or undependltie

suppllers, efforts will be made to reduce dependence and uncertainty in

obtaining this resource by Increasing the number of suppliers or incorpo-

rating producers into the organization through such arrangements as informal

agreements, contracts, mergers and others.

In summary, ThompsOn's analysis seems to indicate

scope of mobilization activities will be inflvenced by

that the extent ant

such factors as sub-

Organizational leve'a in the ormization, types of technologieS used
.- . ,

within the technical iuborganization and the relative dependence of the

organization on the suppliers and clients in the task environment. ..,

In the next section, several ideas from the writers just reviewed will

serve as a starting point for developing a more explicit theory of resource

.='mobilization. The idas Which will be drawn from most heavily are Parsons'

Suggestions of the effects on mobilization of the tangibility of output, the

lepOrtance of noneconomic.densiderations and tha qualitative differences

"suborganizational levels "-in organisation's.; Newmau s Aiscussion of

the effects of tha'relei3OnAhipThetweeneupplier and producer on mobilize-.

ion; Orotiu identification Of three-qUalitatively different types of

.tembiliSation activity; and ThoMpson's specific application of the Parsonian
r .!- , .

concept of suborganitatiOc.al levels in organisations, functioning, his, . ,

-1'idettification'of-the rola of different types of -achnologies in mobilisation

and himeoiCepts of erisitiaational domain and, the influence on mobilization
. . .

.strategims of depeadown on any one supplier within that domain. .'
,

A
- .
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A Theory of Resource Mobilization

Parsons'- formal model of personnel procurement, based on the assumn-

tions of economic maximization, tighlights many noneconomic aspects of

mobilizing personnel. A much broader model--one which covers more resources,

is not confined to maximizing narrow economic goals, and which considers a

variaty of environmental conditions77is needed to analyze more fully the

mobilization processes of organizations. Some cf the more important

elements needed to develop a theory of resource mob!Iization are outlined

in this section.
.

It is assumed that people within organizations pursue activities which

will-perpetuate (not maximiz1) the existence of their organizations. :rhis

proposition is unlike the "self-interest" assumption used by Anthony

Downd4 to explain the actions of politicians and bureaucrats. The proposed

schame views-the organization as a system organized to satisfy_or protect

orbanizationat goals or values, rather than . location for individual actors

to maximize their own goals or values. Thus, variables classifying organi-

'sational characteristics, not the characteristics of the personalities or
. ,

Organikationalactors, are emphesized,individuals may attempt to modify

the performence oftht. srganization to conforp more closely with their own

vaiueS, but the total output of the system matches the values of no indi-

vidual perfectly. When people do not act to perpetuate their organization.

it is assumed that their l'elievior is "iLottional," that the functions

.previously performad'by:the otgamization ore no longer denamded, or that its

Primary functions have' been taken over by some other organization.
. .

L'$'' 1,-.4-'M':.iT- ::a." 97;. C )-i--11'. 1 :,..!z; L r .

:- "4-.--nY.-:--:-:.;

k '4,gritheAy Divehi, AA BcOnomic Theory of Democracy (New York: Harper
and lowil957:,--IntDowss, Inside, Bureaucracy. - -,
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The following discussion deals with the diversity and number of

different resources, diffnrential abilities among organizations to mobilize

resources, the characteristics of resource mobilization associzted with the

various suborganizations within an organization, the effects of different
. .

types of technology and their degree of sophisticatio--4 on the mobilization

processes, the effects of certain environmental chs/lcuaristics on mobilize-

tion, the language, symbols and institutions that have grown up around

mobilization activities, and some of the more general obstacles
. .

. fulmobiliration by organization.. -

.;

Diversity of Resources

. Diff^rent strategies are used to mobilize different kinds of resources.-,
An appreciation of the complexity of resource mobilization can be gained by

merely eategOriting the resources necessaryfor sustained organtzational
,

activity. In'the layot general send, resources can be classified into two

Maman and non-Lumen. The 4iVereity within each of these classi-
. ;7.,.; 2,-

.

ficationS is tilesidOtpal;'reoging from pipe-fitters to. Presidential speech
;

. : , '
Writer, in,humen resources, and Irma iron ore to space capsules in nor-human

SOU) Parzots And Gross note that the most:general tergourca in a mone-

tized st.Ciety is honey. Gross cautions, Lowevet, that money is only a

"hunting license" with Which to seek the. concrete Foods or services needed

or,Otganisationai performarce.25 Even if as organization has sufficient

Otill'fiad soaves* to tompply thm people end materials it

lima of OraanisationsA p. 701.

. . ,

1,



desires. Certain resources may not be available at any price, or the terms

of atqvioition may include quantities end/or qualities that are not aecept-

able. Further, many of the inducements to essential but scarce personnel

are non-monetary. Their reasons for coming tc or remaining Atli an organi-

zation may be entirely unrelated to the salary.

InterorganizatIonal Ccmpetition
--;:

.

Many writers have observed that some organizations are able to mobilize. .. .

more resources than others. C..Wright Mills argued that economic, political

and military organizations pore able to mobilize most of the resources in

the United States during the 1950's. In The Power Elite, he wrote:

Within AnerIcan society, major national power now resides
in, the economic, the politica:, and the military domains.
Other institutions deem off to the side of modern history,
and, on occasion, duty subordinated to these. No family is

r.

is alreetly powerful in national affairs as any major corpora-
tion; no church is as directly powerful in the external biog-
raphies bf young man in t.merica today asthe military establish-
slant; no college is as powerful in the shaping of momentous
events is the &Atonal See..Urity Council. Religious, educational,
and family institutions are not autonosoua center./ of national
poweif 'Oh the colittaiy,. these decentralised areas al,t increasingly
shapsdhy the his three, in which deelopments of decisive cnd
immidieth.cbintequedee now'occhr.2 1;!'Y'{e:. 'N
vN

hertrind de Jouvenel has written that the organizations which control

the ellovition of research and development funds .n en advanced country such

a' the United States will cont-ol the major allocions of resources in the

future. 1te laments that four-fifths (or more) of the R & D funds

'26C. Wright Mille, The Power Elite (Mew York:
1959), P. 6.

Oxford Univ.reity Pres*,

o-.>.yai.,



United States are used fo: military or related putnoses.

If these arguments are accepted, it folic-vs that the success of an

organization In mobilizing resources depends on the relationships of the

organization to the existing power atructnres. Some orgauizationu will get

disproportionate shares. Mills identified the organizations which did best

in the 1950's; other writers may suggest a different set of organizations

for the 1960's and 1970;s. Daniel Re1128 and John Kanunth Galbraith,28 for
.

instance; suggest that certain technocratic professionals and the

tioas with'which-they are associated, i.e.,. Univer.ities and consulting

firms, are gaining control over ever greater shares of available resources.-

'

Suborganizational Levels

Competition for resources Occur*. at all sub-organizational lsvels.
:

,4akilizatiou activities s:e difforent within the variOui subleVelo indicated

4 For initince, secretaries conduct campaigns for new desks and

electriC typewriters; departmental managers map itratZgiSSui intrease'their
,so

"teibUology Values and' the' Futuro,
ad. hkpoi Sari liaier-Aad Nicholas Reacher (Sew fork 'Am Free Frets, 1969),

.
A

.

"The Post-loddstrial SAtiety," in Teahnology and Social
e, ed. by Eli Ginsberg (New York: Columbia University Press, 1964),

.

29John Kenneth Galbraith, "Technology, Planning, and Organizations," in
Values and the Future, pp, 353 -67.

to Eoii

thiliirsr4
062***44i

,

t

00-67.' Soe,peniel Sets and Robert
1144i0.1PoitOtkr Wiley & Sons,

10/Aubitkakend Coatral Systges: A
Of SAINiteh'i GradeiteStbeol of Susi-
4965), pp. 1-23,-for alternative



appr!riations; school boards make plans to raisz the tax levies.

more regular and intense mobilization activities, howzmer, occur at the. _

institutional and managerial lAvels.31

The

Institutional Level

. . Mobilization 4Itivities are continuous and of primary concern at the

level. At this level the system is most "open" to environ-

mentalmental influeuzes. It is a basic fun ion for the institutional level to

provide linkages which span the boundaries between
the organization and its

environment. -
. ,

Beginning with Gross' concept of "mobilization logic"32 and

Concept of "organizational
surveillance"33 five broad characteristics of

the mobilization promAs at the institutional level emerge.

1. Folicatingthe.goali and values of the organixatiou and justifying

44 111Lele of scarce
resources.forAbe achievement of_thete2iatclimes. Murray ,

Olen recognised the problem pi mobilizers at the institutional level when.

44*rvs4 that political institutions must "serve as a powerful mesas of

*ession for mass public(s1 and . . . convey Lenefits to particular
."

,A"-ig This proposition geed not be restricted to.polaical
". :.;

,t All orldniaLtions must .explicate and justify their pale and values.

fendjtje at the institutional level that these activities ate the most

fitilUent. If leaders at the institutional
level fail in this twofold task,

Organisations in Action, pp. 148 -49.

1p 702.r712,
.

.

00,1001tRe4t. tin,
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they face expulsion or serious challenge to their authority from 0!_s-

contented elements of the organization or its environment.

2. Wide scanning of the environment for new or alternative resources.

Strategies on such matters as which resource to use, whether to develop new

suppliers, when to rely on c'irrent inventories, or when to convert presently-

held assets to othwc uses are formulated and carried out in a scanning process.

3. Adjusting the values, goals and internal operations of the organiza-

tion to changes and. contingencies in the environment. Existing or new

values must b. matched to the changing- resource base of the organization.
r

These adjustments are often painful because they require the "demobiliza-

tion"of entrenched personnel or traditiOnnl sources of supply. Constraints'

and contingencies often take the form of restrictions on the use of certain
. .

resources, or unpredictable ciremistances which interpt the flow of a

vital resource. It is one of the primary functions of the institutional

l+evei to 6Uffer the managerial and technical levels ft:pm some of the more .=
:'

:

severe uncertainties rooted in these constraints and contingencies.

.4 And 5. Emyhasizing a relatively of view and main-

teining flexibility.' Considerations at the institutional level teed to
47.45,,,,

witknetteri-WhichnreltOt of isziediate:or-short7range 'concern.-'
,q1;7:Vi.,1

at Concern ii,foCuSed on the defic!tion4f the'policy guidelines or

long-range OWectives. In such deliberations, efforts are made to keep

co=itments.to resource suppliers flexible.- Flexibility in these agreements

(whether the agreements are informal, written contracts, ad hoc relation-
'!J :4Ari tf0.

A'4hips, or mergers) giires an organization room to adjust to changes in its .

or movirommont. The degree Of flexibility in these arrangements will
':

iiiimmiCed by Obi Deed for a particular resource, and the stability of
S +,; y_ -, 7,4.

riamAttlttthii which the organization operates.



Managerial Level

- _
Managers serve a dual mediating role,

spanning the "boundaries"
between the institutional

and technical
suborganizatior.s and between the

technical-level and the environment. Parsons notes that they must coma
"to terms with , experts, customers, and resource people who are in a
position (within limits) to exact their own terms

independently."35 Thus,
managers, like executiveat

the institutional level, also engage in the
broadeJt kinds of resource mobllization. B ut they ear, spend a smaller

-/
i ".4":=; , .

pottion of their'time
in long-range mobilisation

activities because of the
_demands for the everyday operation of the e nterprise. In Gross' terms, the

:,: 3 t
l'er

k.managerial level is where "utilization logic" tempers the enthusiasm of the
Ti"Mobilisation logic" of the institutional

level executives 3b If not,
surplus or unusable

resources accusiulate within the organization.
: Maagsrial leVel executives, like those at the institutional level,

1have the function of "expressing the needs e the
mass public" and "cenvey-'--

,

:
;: ,

,
ing benefits to specific groups." In order to effectively carry out this
function", their resource mobilization

proposals must be more specific than
Anse ematiatin4

from the institutional level . ' The
symbOlic'jUscifiestions

'.;; .7 tl`r:era nia' to 'obtain
resources reflect the narrower scope of their mohili-

$Q
;e0-

44 1', Vt., ,setion
ritereAultifitations ire usually tietfto a shorter and

more specific rmnning frsmework and concentrate on adding increments to.
Vj,t'l -, r.:8present programs. Gross lists a few examples of

managerial level strategiest
would ed4.e'little to Feet expenditures."

"It is needed to keep Jp."c tt, 1

;.

arsonsi,;triature and fracas., pp. 68-69.
<4: .; ',44..;t41of Ortassisatiotts pp. 702E414.
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"It would pay for itself.".. "It can be Afforded. Ir17

Technical Level.

Members of the technical level have much less flexibility in the selec-

tion of the goals they pursue and fewer choices among alternative resources.
. .

The primary task within the technical level is the coordination of its

technical processes, rather than :Ile boundary-spanning teaks of adjustment

with the environment that are performed by the other two suborganizations.38

With many of the inputs provided for the technical level almoet "automata.-

cally,1! and the major problems of output disposal- taken care of by the other

levels, the operations of the technical level often approach those iescribed
.

in ,"closed" systems. In such a situation, the planning is +usually short:

range, and concentrates on urging the managerial level to provide enough
,'

resources to keep the technical process functioning smoothlv. Changes in
.

the resources used or the goals sought are relatively small and incremental

n nature.

There are four major factors which influence mobilization at the tech-

mical level.' (It should be noted that these factors also affect mobilizing

n at thi managerial and institutional levels. But.the primary impact seams to
;*, tto 4 1 ,' ; ;

at the technical level.)

The type of technology used within the organization influences the

resource mobilization process.39 Most of the influences are related to the

degree of standardization in mobilizing each type of technology allows.litaa : 4. 1.
;:-1 . .

. 709-711.
-'',2::,,'.?., '`:',--.:,...i ::, ',; :,.. i ,511 ; ..,. :', .; :. .-;;!,:, : -,:,j f, .. ;4

tAmas in Action, p. 81.
1. . 14., r.io Joil.:w at f4:1-;A4,ii $.,,,.-,:lwg,.0.,:-:,,,,,,

,,,, :0 . i.,,".i i A,

pp. 16-17, for more detailed definitions of
;iic2,tbia.,- pp.. 13-18. .As....i.:' 4,14i. :.



a lmg-linked technical process (one which involves a sequential series of

steps), the inputs fron each step fa the process must be relatively standard-

,

ized. The primary task in mobilizing under such circumstances is to find

adequate and timely supplies. This task is often very difficult even

though the mobilizer may know exactly what he is seeking. Organizations
.."

using mediating technologies (those which bring parties together for pur-

chases, shared risk or communication), oaten have more latitude for inno-

vative mobilization. The need to deal with customers on a personal basis

forces a more flexible organizational structure. ,.. Standardized resources

' '
and processes must be supplemented with more flexible arrangements because

of the need to adjust to client demands. Intensive technologies (those in

which a single client or object is treated by a number of specialties)

resist standardization because the object being changed influences the

application of the techniques includei in the technology.' In such custom
=4-

technologies, opportunities for mobilization are greater than in the other

Administrataon must be relatively localized, and great deal

of'discration exercised by the technical experts in defining the work to be

done and the methods for aCcomplishirg the work.

2:1 the sophistication of the technology, i.e., the degree of under-

standing about the relationships among the significant variables in an
41'

organization's technical processes, influences the mobilization of resources.
4`,'.; . .

7

If the understanding of these relationships is extensive (and the goals

sought are relatively certain), on.luatin of the activities of the technical

Weal ty the managerial eUborganisation can be based on tests of econoMic
.

Cs

Coatrol.and the mobilisation of alternative resources is often

to the memageria level ardor such cOnditions. Oben the understand

Of.ths:ielationOhig4 Aimmg,1000404Lial4av4nri1op.d,.vaplations o
= 01-.111-v,
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t

performance are based on less precise criteria. Instrumental tests are ;

used to evaluate whether or not the desired state is achieved, rather than

attempting to tie the input of certain resources to particular outcomes. If

the technology is even less sophisticated, evaluations may be based on the

opinions of reference groups of the technical specialists. Accreditation
:

by professional groups, the number of professional papers published and

of t`-.e actualother indirect measures become surrogates for evaluations

performance of the technical personnel.

more difficuit'it becomes for groups outside the technical suborganization

to evaluate its performance. Less precise , thodb of evaluation must be
_

.

-y
*ed.' Consequently, there is a decrease in the degree ofcontro] outside

.,,
. ,,:,

,,

groups can have over the operations and requests of the technical level.
-.. .

"
.

is loss of control can work both ways in the mobilization process. In

some cases, the technical level can get more resources by claiming very
, ..

In'suMmary, as the sophistication of the technology decreases, the

, .

t.

ti

roidbinefits of their woriand there'are no objective criteria to dispute

them. It shOuld further be' noted that the managerial suborganization often

pins the technical lskval is making these claims. On the other hand, c

WiIdivskir notei'ihat:nOnstessional appt6priatore often cut intangible

NtAidge'emcliffectis of the cut cannot be identified.9

Wighreitis of change in the technidal processes facilitate the

mobilization of new resources to achieve the same or even new goals.41-A

Ottiltrin Pildasky,' The Politics of &Mastery Process (Boston: Little,

toin and O., 1944), pp. 103 -104.
,

.411afsa Clitiva4A0 , "/nmovative and Noninnavative Decision Processes

in Capitaimint'.11.444$0:114kahlie hiliiitingrand Pinata, ed.)y lobert T.

:eloasibtiitskt'(0#0;11.1.: t. t. Peacock Publishing, Inc.,

i34=30;:*
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classic example is in the field of mental health. As research improyes the

knowledge about therapeutic techniques, the custodial function of mental

institutions is challenged.' Although all institutions have not adopted

. : therapeutic orientations, the possibility is open to them. Thus, the

power to influence the managerial and institutional levels frJm the tech-
.

nical level is greatly enhanced by a rapidly changing technology.
. .

4. Professionalism and unionism in the techni2a1 suborganization

influence mobilization. Finding new techniques, suggusting work loads.

other organizations are facilitated through profession-
-

al meetings, professional publications and the union, bargaining. Profes-

sional and union organizations give members of the techn!cal suborganization

sourced of information and standards which can assist them in the mobilize-
.

tion of resources from other parts of the organization or f A

independent -of the institutional or managerial suborganizati

Browning argued that iu a welfare agency he studied, the mai,

1.rinovation,and new ideas were the literature and meetings of C

professions in the agency.. "Every one of the [welfare] devt.i.

* tequaste for new programa for the present biennium [was foundi

W000iamm1 literature."4? He summarised his argument not ng
1...,"-1.x.,-(,-.- - '--

generating policy alternatives. and letting standards, profes,
t4';! ".'"a- , , -.. -. ., - , _ .,,,. -

impact,onimi agency's ability to maintain, and ra

gore on,its imaigetvtherefore on.ptiblic policie

tfielkidiat:"43

,Nent of the ChereCteriatiCs attributed above to one 0)

.11
" .

--- 42Ibid., p. 119. For full discussion see pp. 138-42.
J -7:

p, 142.
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,
suborganization resider exclusively in that level. For instance, many

mansforial groups are highly profestionalized, or industry-wide associations

perform many si the same functions RS professions or unions. It is

suggested, however, that there are definite concentrations of the charzcter-

Istics corresponding to institutional, managerial and technical levels of
:,

organization.

The recruitment of personnel provides an illustration of the varying

patterns of mobilization associated with the institutional, managerial and
- ,

technical suborganizations. The criteria for employment usually become more

.

-subjective as one moves from the technical level to _he managerial and

institutional lavele.411:Onderstandings about the relationships between the

_actions of the personnel and the objectives to be accomplished become more

vague. '' At the technical level, more objective criteria often can be applied,

especially if the technology is relatively sophisticated. Objective written

examinations are fairly effect for selecting qualified personnel. Where

intangible services are. produced by the 1.ndividual, the technology is un-

sophisticated, or there is a high degree of ty,!!!ertainty in the goals sought,

tharnis a tendency to, rely on reference group evaluations of the candidate,

such 00 "fot001,pettOication,* or personal acquaintance with the 'prospective
." , . .

eMpinee. F. 4

rommeti;a1 Characteristics!
,

Od 1.00iiii0Ctwa400eral ehareiteristice of the `environment _-

which significantly affect the'eUtenoiy of the'Prgaiiiation-(1) the

: '

,4/11imesee, AdM1014trative Action, P. 324.
., , , r.:, ;



relativ dispersion or concentration of alternative suppliers and clierits

it the environment and (2) the relative stability of the task envirvnment
-- - , _.

. _

There are several aspects of these 'Aro characteristics whirl. are of direct
. .

rele-zance to a theary of resource mobilization.

. .

helctive Dispersion or Concentration of Alternative. Suppliers and Clients

45

There are a number of possible structures for supplying inputs and :

outputs, allot which have a significant effect on mobilization.' As pointed
. .

out in the literature on imperfect competition," there are a number of
, .

possible relationships between a supplier and a buyer. Let us assume that

:.the environMent'ir s=able. There can be many or few suppliers, and many or

few ilyers, the combinaiion of which will halie an influence on mobilization

activities. Fur instance, if there are many suppliers and few buyers

.

(oligopsony), the buyer will be able to drive the harder bargain.' If there

are few supplieri and many huyers (oligopoly), the suppliers will be the '

more autonomous of the two sides in the transaction. When there are few

buyers and few suppliers, rJobilization often becomes a matter of personal-
,. ., ,

iiid bargaining, with the 'ewe powerful organisation graining the favored
`

soureeasupili: Witheany buierS snd'aanY seller., a state of "pure

roapetition" exists and no organisation will be able to affect the market

Wee.

4
one QX40alsations in Action, pp. 70-71.

461dward Chamberlin, The Thaoty of Monopolistic Competition (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, IVO); P. J. D. Wiles, Price Cost and Output.
(fad ed. rev.; Oxfords Basil Ilackwell,,1961).
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Stab.lity of the Environment

5, : ; . ;1 ..

The stability of the envirenment must also be considered. If the
: e ; t,

: . . .

environment in very stable, information on alternative resources is more

cUmplete. Experience will have shown which suppliers are most relial.de
:

aiWagreementson terms of the exchange will be enshrined in custom,
,

IL.sa of the nVmber.of suppliers. In an environment characterized by many
:-

shift-4ng elements, knowledge about resources-will be less precise, snaking it
:-. -k;l

-

inev.ltable that many agreements will be made which are based on inaccurate
.

'.

notions of supply or deand.
e .

Blikluaticm of2LI±ILAtklqS112(itE121
;

Besides the number of suppliers, their concentration and the relative
;

Stability Of the task environment, the mobilization of resources from the
.7,. -

environment Will be influenced by evaluations of an organization's Altput by-
; 4,s", :: ,

. _
.

both suppliers and clients. factor is sometimes- treated in discussions
.

of'

. ; . '5 ;:;'..5
"feedback. "47 If in exchange le a simple monetary tra.'saction, evaluation

, - 5 -.57 5 .7: x .5' !" 15:5

by: the siipplier5imlikeltto sndw4at it is diecOvered that the check does

not.

: 7-r

limence..*:14-411.taitiPas'ehete the ,resource supplier is in a:position

],ib.s to heaffect:ad dprthe qUility'oCtha Orgonlantion'sOutput (as a
: ,; 4if

lesislaturs`'ta Meta it- allocates funds to aline Agency), evaluations are

,01.1.0f1'0,11113.

t tent
,

of Abe'

and demand for

.
:

ik*ii4Ogorcts to "the influence of **Pliers evaluating the

neiiniss;tpa. -first when the sCtraas of input (suppliers)
- -5; -

output (clients) are not the same, there is often as

'.-47Lats elect Kahn

r

Social fe/cINApiate, P. .

[1.-;



opportunity ,or close scrutiny of the utilization of resources after they

enter the organization. This often allows the strategies and justifications

used in mobilizing resources to diverge frca the actual patterns of resource

utilization. But, when sources of input and output converge, the organize-
`,",1 .

tiOn must come much closer to producing what it has promised. This is

particularly significant in intensive technologies, where the object being
.

treaLsd or processed. determines the technical processes to be cpplied.

!;:'; ,;

Evaluation is continuous and feedback times are relatively short. Schools

and private medical practices are excellent illustrations fur this case.

Se,:ond, the level of sophistication in the technical process and the

certainty of the goals sought will greatly influence the kinds of evaluation
"

pOesible. In situations where the technology is uncertain, but the goals

are clear, the strategy of the organization may Le to show, in acme way,

how every action it takes helps realize the desired goals. For example,

a school district will try to prove thatevery progrom helps create law

self-sustaining citizens. Where both the goals and the technology
; Y'

are uncertain, the organization faces an uniettlinu task. In such situa-

ties, -,04 4:400004n often-40400 the goals, "seilethe clients or
;17." . r!,?: 1,:;;

thk detirebility of theta, goals,,, lad then proceeds to show how

t:progreis are achieving these ends. This le a very, chancy onvironment

rifer beg tioas 'sad tha ortaliry ratell_are high. -

.

aspect of evaluation is related to thA complexity of an orgsni-

!),

the 'di is isry'40111140 and XiMources are added at
. fir'

and- overlapping intervals, it is LepOssible to identify the impact
re% 7 0: 07:,

of agyfone resource increment. Evaluation by suppliers, or anyone else for

that matter, is difficult and the organization may exercise greater dis-
.. ;

Crettom.in:b00 it gees any single retinires.



In summary, uhe diversity orconcentration of sources of input, the

relatiNe stability or ohifting of the environment which provides these

,

sources, the degree of convergence Among aoocces on iuput and output, and

_ the complexity of the output mix all influence the patterns of mobilization
: .

by, the srganixation. The manipulation of these variables by an organtra-

::ion cent help, it reduce its &Tendency on any onesigment of its environ-
.

sent, or increase the resources it is able to mobilize.

Institutions for Mobilization

There are a number of institutions within organizations that have
.

.

. . --

developed specifically for the mobilization of resources. They are
-

.

ocated at all levels of the organization, with concentrations in the
.

managerial and institutional puburganizetiona. In tie institutional

level is primarily occupied with bounclarr-spannlog activities of input

acquisition and putput-dispolial...... ,

The more tethnical and specialized institutions for mobilization are

fAmpLAms0,4mS, immipgassi .tc tho masagerW,,and Budget,,

PIPIP1014 00-PTForement-51.W44Mo aKS.4nplin anesples at the menegerial

It 4 icon% thSt.the_reeposrces 04ained by these agenda. are

,,,.:Jsm!!.1,fmy. for thasinat thstmohnical level, The rasourcea of the mew.

poes _ho t. and sore difficult to

4thskiCAk 147;11; requests *printed to;"
is of, the production process, with the managerial staffs aggregating

requests into comprehensive "budgets.", The quality of these aggrega-

is tha'amihiaticatiOs of thi,..cechnologies used at the

' .



teendeal level and the stability of the environment.

- -

Symbols of Mobilization

Each organization, and often each unit within an organization, uses

"specialized" series of symbols to justify and support their claims for

.resources. Government agencies, for example,' justify their budots in

. terms of broad benefits and law costs; business organization; justify in

tem' of profits and growth. In budget and personnel offices, specialized

languages have become an irstitutionized part of the mobilization process.
, -

Professional orgenizationt have grown up around both of these functions and

effortahaveheen'made to standardize many of their symbols

the iymboli need at eichsUborgALAzational leve] vary.
_ . "

education tad the profeesional lobbyists for education avoid technical (and
..... .

''.,. ofteirconfining language) anpiefer-to couch their justificatiens for
:..

resources in politically acceptable terms such as "War on Poverty'," rather. .

A. .-.t seeking "general aid to education," a phrase which attracts opposi-

±rte, 4iAnieri end edireiliteiliesti_aurroand
their' budget requeete vdth

.

orihe'ioele)/ef
Orantineefer derbVing the

Ihiymaentlees use tichnicalYjergon to cover
.

; .

Onthe tedmi,e1 level, luatifications

the tilohoology is uneOphietiaated or

%01dgii!bejeCtires m a. he clouded by ...

r exagipirited Of b itaeiits4'-':-41n. be made.

lidoobori and Roy tl.'-NIOtoy; Ai-Amt of Coniree'S The Legie7
the lMtiiaa of Education. Pali (New Yorks . W. V. Norton,



, .

Obstacles to Mobilization

Obstacles tothe mobilization of resources may be classified broadly
. .

into five groups:. (1) norms and values which restrict uses of a resource;

(2), preferences and values of personnel; (3) competition frOm other
. .

r.organitat;fons (or individuals); (4)(1,-..6arcity.of resources; and (5) ,
.

physical or technological characteristices of the resource. These cate-

gories are not exhaustive or mutually exclusive. Some of them have been

covered in part in earlJer seL4ions. However, their, critical importance
, .

- .

to mobilization deseNes further:ettention.

Such problems as: the restriction of financial resc..'rces because of

:risk, moral codes prohibiting the use of certain resources (e.g.,

Aaest chemical mace by police, or the use of a central data bank by the

reonnal offices in ths federal government), a lack of sympathy on the

part ligeipificant resource contr011erayith the goals of the organisation

sig.:Congressional cposure of .the Office of Economic Opportunity through
. _ .

reducing itsAppropriationa), or'the unwillingness-of personnel to live In
.

,chaste Ore ensmples of lora and value obstacles.

mmehot oUttelptitOrs and, ecarcity of the resources are also

esely Interrelated. Ode: Petition becomes More keen as el.ternatiie. ;solutes.
,

.

fewer sad a particular resource becomes more critical to the

. .1 ,-,!..- '1
.:

reisoutoMiare OaLlable in verylartiamaits or quantities,
----.:,....!. '

. .- '*'-'' :;:j. ' ''7W,.'-'47',. '..,. ': .:-.

4#4i. '..:1;1;'o
too xesentces, such as

.. '':

,,pgreonmel Aor_Seessitirl 10004Piollor spscialistain unsophisticated technical
...J.4

:.!.., ,,;, . . ,

sass are hard to mebilise because they ere non - homogenous and their

t



Strategies for overcoming these obstacles are qualitatively different.

In the first two groupt,gs, strategies often involve the manipulation of
,. . _

Verbal symbols. Furcher, adjustments in the values and fuactions' of an
, ,' . .

,
' organization are often necessary before certain citical resources loosen

up, These obstacles and their associated strategie44 appear to be more
. .

. ;

basic to 'mcbilization than those in the other groups and are usually associ-

ated with the institutional levele of the organization. In categories. .

three and four, ihereSre a range of strategies. On the ore hand, organi-

zations will build the capacity to produce a critical rcaource within the
. '-:' -. .

, .
,

organization or make arrangements to merge (tar otherwise cooperate) with
. ., .

.

Part:Cniarly successful 'competitors. On the other hand; attempts will be

, . . . " . .

, .

madite switch to alternative and more plentiful resources or to eliminate

a 'C'Cmpetlier.' Melee strategies are associated with both the mancgerial and

ti::;itiOnal levels, bin it seems that moat of them originate. at the

lerial level. Strategies under the last tat,pry are primarily techni-

1 ieWel:PrOblees:''These strategies include efforts to umooth out lumps"
. .

n'the'quiniiiV, or quality of YesOirrcesshy improving
telhitiologi or line's of

14iechnOlOgfcSil:proiare handled iitoStexClueively by the 2.: = -

ilif
''.'.1A1.-;irietl..the'llimiiiiitioil'It.vel'fiaiticipatinsiore actively in

4,1 I,

# -

.:11eilell4intet04irroWoeitichillsvielairtiok'thetheaiy of resource

. ,

: .

,Cftellections at have resource s to perpetuate -themselves. "' Some

eithese.rmibuitie are uni011ated legacies or windfalls, but most must be

inbiltied from the general envit9meent be amid of the scarcity, disorder and



dispersion of resources in that environment. The resources mckiliLed, as
.

well as the outputs produced; retresent a step in the sequence of political

-
(or more broadly, societal) processes which diewribute goods and services

. .

*Wont competing deiands. The values (or Prefer*mes) of the people within

an organiittion as to how these.gOodi and services phoUld be distriouted
, .

. . - , .

and Used are realized -or frustrated according to their success in mobilizing

reeources. . ,

kesource mobilization occurs at all anborganizational levels of organi-

but mobilization activities. differ qnalitatiliely at the various

evele. The imount of time devoted to mobilization is greater in'the

institutional and'managerial levels than the technical level. 16weVer:

mobilisation activity will be influenced at the technical level as the tech-

nology used becomes more intensive and less uophiaticated.

e more specialized institutions and languages of mobilization are

concentrated at the managerial level. Even so, most decisions concerning

,"

helic_changes in patterns of resource Mobilization are made at the inatitt.-.

tient' Laval, with the manaacTiel add technical levels concentrating on more

tat

emyenhtimit sritriin it, decreasei its

.

on'esp'siagit element of its adairasisent (I) the sore nueeroUs

of *pie; :(2) the Seri:.:SideliSeiereied it SOUrras-Of. input an

,101* (3) Oki more otisple*:Its output Six. ha unstable or Shifting

sapPort'argeniaationAl activity).
.



Budgeting and Mobilization

Three Aspects of Budgeting

,..0

1,

For Allen Schick, a consultant on budgeting at Brookings Institution
.,,--

"budgeting always has been conceived as a process for systematically

relating the expenditures of funds to the accomplishment of planned objec-
. .,

.

..:: tivea."49 But, as he and others point out, there are several aspects of

budgeting, each requiring different methods of relating expenditures to

objectives." To facilitate the analysis of these various relationships,

three aspects of budgeting systems are discernible--control, management and

0110044, "'
:.!

Control

.
.

According to Schick, budget orientation in the United States was first

focused'on control aspects. As a tesu/r, accounting, auditing, honesty and

propriety received major emphasis. Budgeteers presented their documents

under object classificatiOns and spent the, major portion of their time

0.011,14 the 'nushar of pommel in an agency, plaCingrastr;ttiona on
A

it rdisiniraquisirion procedures and formulating

sa G. Dawes, the first director of the Bureau of

t (VS), summed up this "son-polf4" orientation when he wrote
-. "- , .

. . .

1114,--T40. StaBfg:of Puftfc 4401."
fliiiiall;-: iodm p.- 244: ': Much'4t the ,._

"AM is tiOsAirtiCla'atod MU 4;440 bi, Bertram M.
dril'eli Sim ByitIme-IM4itini,'' i4liC41diiiisteitiSiAtivieli, Wit

to rib 2944).4P, -11347. .:,. :=,',, ,.;-,-!.,
.'

-, t , ,,,,, ,..--, 4.-,, ::; Vt....,t ,._,21v

50Saa especially Anthony, Planning and Control System for an
alternative formulation of Schick's aspects of budgeting. '.

.

.

: .

.. ,

" 11-747,

k.



that "unlike cabinet officers,, it (the BOB] is concerned with no question

of policy, save that of economy and efficiency. 01

Management

During the thirties and forties, the programs of government became

more numercus, complex and less suspect in the eyes of the public. More

emphasismae givento improving the quality and efficiency of government,

i.e., the management aspects of budgeting. Significantly,, the BOB changed

from a' small backward-looking agency in the Treasury,'to an expanded .

.

emnagement arm of the President in a newly - created executive office. The

emphasis was on coordinating. the Work of the government, not guarding
. .

against impropriety or dishonesty.
. .

A nvmlierafvfactors, such as.the increasingly. complex environment of

overnmenta.the long lead-times characteristic of many,hardware and capital

vestments:and the development of new informational. systems and eValuation

prestedgovernMent budgeteers toward a planning orients

fvmm a,control to a.manageMentorientation,

highor in.C.4101110rarchies, oUorganiza7
.-,-,..

rare becoming involved in policy'ilocusiions of a more

ab
".;,A'.- -

their priliogieftgittl'to solti-.pear

*411 TiJources%14xpi'0064-100eyfor

80A*40ocentraLt cn,the, Objkoctilms

programs to aCcompilLh these objectives.M



- These three aspects of budgeting--control, management and planning- -

fit neatly into the framework outlined in the mobilization theory of

budgeting, with one exception. Schick suggests that these three aspects

are competing processes with different "mixes" of the three in each organi-

zation. As one orientation expands, others contract. He hopes to find
, _

;

'; way to achieve a balance of these functions at the central leve1.52-

Further, they are carried out "with no neat division of functions aTang

the various participants. "53 In the.theory of resource mobilization, it is

argued that while there may not be neat divisions of these functions, there

will be concentrations of each of these processes within the various sub--

organizations of an organization.

.

Influencing Factors in Budgeting Activities

Although there are some activities associated with all three aspects

of budgeting at each sulJrganitational-level,' there are concentrations

of the planning aspects at the institutional level, of the management

aspects at the managerial level and of the Control aspects at the technical

level. Further, the cheracteristiics of the control, Management and plinning

activities will be significantly influenced by the ldiel at which the

budgeting is performed in the organisation. Finally, the theory of

resoutne-mobilization indicates that the processes of budgeting are

inflieteeed by the characteristics of the environment. and the type and

IstiCation of the techadlogy used at the tedhninal level.



Subotganizat onal Levels

Institutional Level. The mobilizing of resources was defined as
-
those purposive activities aimed at bringing resources into an organize-

tion. This is a complex process which involves the interrelationships ...

among such activities as the formulating of goals, maintaining and develop-.

404 resources and justifying the use of tbPse resources for the goals which

haveheen-chosan. By definition, then, an mobilization of resources
9ik

.involves activities which span the boundaries of an organization and take

place under circumstances of relative uncertainty concerning goals and

resources. Hobiltzation activty of the broadest type, as indicated in
. .

. .;:`"
the previous sectionO.sconcentrated at the institutional ruborganization

: .

.g., the boards of directors) or organizations.
1- .%

The planning aspects of budgeting identified by Schick have a ,sreat

deal in common with the activities of the institutional level of organi7
:

.7
actions. He states that a planning orientation

...

F
r, .

...focUses .on the broadest range of issues:- !hat are the
;0,47",;04.111.g0144.1a401.14,pisa of_tha government and how
Ars.ekalle-relitad tO4artiCalii:OkSinditure choices? What

446.4.14,40-Mied in-appriieing- the requests of C,':!
thangenciss1 %itch Orograil Should be initiated or

,

taxa/mated, And miaith eapeaded curtailed?54 ,

14rOON%Potse that plailiag-is tuture.oriented and requires information

and PaiflOanil whiCh can evel.Uetio organizational objectives, not

the prosraWs, and relate them to the environaent. Activities of this

a are concentrated. at the inetitutitmal level.
=:%"

. e - .



Managerial Level. Schick contrasted the activities of the Management'

'" and planning orientations by stating the main coicern of each aspect. A

. management orientation asks, "What methods should be used?"; a planning

orientation asks, "What activities should be authorized?"55 In the same

way, mobilization and budgeting processes are not as broad in scope at

the managerial leVel as at the institutional level. There is still con-

siderable planning, but this planningis shorter range (usually liMited to

the next two fiscal years), requires fewer interorganization interactions,

and changes, in programs tend to be relatively more incremental and less

comprehensive. Programs may be evaluated from the "bottom up," but only

as:they relate to the accomplishment of the organization's goals, not
-''',;- ''' '''...-,.:',-; ' Y; '''' ''.'''.',.' : _- '.'''-',,.- -: .-:::::-;:

the goals of the community or society, as is often the case at the insti-

. ,

tu ional level. ::'. :, -. -.:.: ...-

.1., The primary emphli -at the managerial level is upon "programming

approved goals drawn in. roader strokes by the institutional levels."56

aria]. mobilising is focused on finding resources of the proper quantity

..114alityt0 complete these projects and aCtivities. Usually, 'this

involves the conversion of'dollars (which ware mobilised through the
,,:,i;=,-i-lr.:K:':-,!411'. ,::'-,-: '. ';;"--

broader scanning of the enviroMment'bi the institutional level) into the

toncrett,reeourced needed to accomplish the goals of the organisation,

a.; people, buildivige,typewriters and machinery Budgeting at this

41iNiel groups risoariei into'fonctiOnal;actiVity, or )"perforlance" budgets,
.

wan attempt to combine the resources in the most efficient and

v. e for thWaohisvement of the goals stated more brOaAly at the

instititu5lonal level.



'Technical Level.' The control aspects of budgeting are concenLrated
.

.

at the technical level. The core of these aspects deals with "binding

. operating officials to the policies and plane set by their superiors.
= _

In modern practice, this -involves more than keeping accurate accounts of '. ,

.

input-costs and controlling the number of personae1. in an agency.* It

also 1nCludes very careful evaluations of the effe-Aveness of the technical
..-

.
. ,

, . . ,. , .

.
. . . .

, level of thi organization in achieving specific goals. The scope of these
.

.

evaluations is usually quite narrow and 'backward-looking, focusing on
. , . . .

economic efficiency. The concepts of cost accountants are particularly

relevant in these evaluations because of the relatively few variables an
. .

the relatively high agreement on the goal being sought.',

Any changes in policinfOrocess are likely to be incremental and

'shed at improving effiCienii. Ourthit;stiCh.deliberationo are scattered
:

-:":!"..1 " .-Ic;;"

throughout unite within the technical level, with each unit evaluating its

.nwn effectiveness in the conteit0I'Mat unit, ratner than in the context

of the whole organization Resource mobilization is confined to inter-

unit' struggle. and bargaining; occurring within the Organization. Pew

ia41outhjde the okkaritsiticni:

.0,5 'tie "Contiailiiidgeting6 tnad to be part of the

tiChnickllowil oiiiirigitingiteffs. Iven-thoiigh there is considerable ,.,, ,4-1,.? .:,., , L ', ., ,, , ,, '= = ,. ,, !, '..,., ; :,,.,. = 7 , ,

-,1 act:pantie* and auditing at the institokiemill and hiniiiirial auborganizations,
.k:-').:1..,.-;'",1: .. . .

th.s iittiWi 1.0 ginkeiallf ta: kiip "'the- eataiers and directors

-e4ie guide thin' in thiiti: 1014 iiiiiiiiiiiii.'
1 4.fi.,-...; 7. : ....?.; .?;1:. .I.,::, ?,, 0 .,' ...i . , I , i..:

..s . .

.

dik.4411 itiiimiattillislit'iieinaitty of
-2,

cfr' r 1-zir: A-4. t.,-1,3vo,q,K4`_,..s-:. :011.17



. budgeting processes at all suborgaaizational ]evels, but particularly at

the technical level. The first .factor is the sophistication of the tech-

nology (f.e., the degree of understanding of the, relationships among the

important variables) employed at the technical level. (The technologies

at the other two levels are administrative and political "technologies,"

and are usually considered "arts" rather than technologies. There is
, .

also some uniformity in the state of these "arts" from organization to

organization.) If the organization is involved in a process in which the

technology is fairly well developed, then the methods of accounting,

auditing and evaluating effectiveness are uaqally routinized and fairly

certain. The budgeting processes at the technical level are primarily

backward-looking and restricted to considerations of economic efficiency,
. .

control aspects of budaeting. At the other two levels, budgeting

also tends to be more concerned with efficiency matters. But if there is

less sophiatication in the technology, or if the technology is changing

rpaidly, then the persons at the technical level will often

build into, the budgeting processes a more forward looking orientation,- " , " ' , - <-; -'
looking befond the boundaries of, the oreenizetion and the specific task

hand...ilbsphisison a pleoping or management orientation of budgeting will

be mere likely at the technical level, and t1e planning orientation will

receive sore attention at the Immaterial level.

The secon4 factor ie the 'mount of ambiguity in the organisation and/or
,

soCiety about the deairebility of the
{s
ervices provided by an organization

2

... or unit. If ambiguity is high, the technical level will be involved in

10sitimating its activities to both the managerial and inatitutional'levels

amid op the task evirammentforcing its budgeting

te lo beyond estimations of simple processes or the matching of

. ,



resources and goals provided without question from the other suborganiza-

tions. All levels of the organization spend considerable time justikying

the use of resources for the services or goods it provides. This necessi-

tates: the use of relatively higher proportions of the planning and manage-

meet aspectsofbudgeting at the technical and managerial levels, sad more

k

tensive planning and mobilizing activity at the institutional level.

EnVironmental Factors

Two general characteristics of an orgauization's task environment- -

the disperris-ion or concentration of resources and the degree-of stability
.

of the resource supplierswill significantly influence budgeting activity.
.

If resources are widely 4i0Peteed or sources of supply and demand are
:

.

rspldlyChanging, there will -hamore plonning.nt-all levels of the organi-,
-; 7, , " .

nation. This planning is done in an effort to reduce the uncertainty

associated with the difficulties of mobilizing resources from a dispersed

and unitable'task environlent.'
. . .

,-;:4

. . PPS, Whiiitation and Snboraanizationnl Levels

There bap Iwo &great deal of confutiowebout the uses:of-pPS and

AiiCle.guiumbe showt theMnborgatiantionel levels at which aspects of it

s 004t,affeetively Ogp1Sed.VMUCh of this confusion can heettributed to

the lapir of a general framework for the analysis of P141 as it relates to

le organisations. Seheekel pear his celled this lack of a broader
'4 "tiAS.I 4!

item framework to analyze PPS a dangerous aniseibn in the theory of ,
. -



budgeting as it nose exists.58 It is hoped that the mobilization theory of

budgeting can provide a beginning for such a framework.

There are features of P?3 which cover all three aspects

ing process and are appropriate for all three levels

of the budget-

of the organization.

But, as both Schick and Gross aasert,'-the primary emphasis of PPB is

functions related to the planning orientation or the aspects of budgeting

found at the institutional and managerial levels of organizations. 59 Schick

is very Specific on this point (and adds that management and control aspects
)

of budgeting should be delegated to "lower" levels of the organization

under the logic of PPB):
.

PPB is predicated cl the primacy of the planning function;
Yet it strives for a multi-purpose budget system that giVes
adequate oeOladeesery attention to the control and management
areas."*Rven in the embryonic stage, PPB envisions the develop-

-.0010tt'of,'cteesvalt'gridsjOr-tWtOnitrsio*of data fron'a planning -,
co a management and control'framevork, and back: PPB treats the

11:biTam basic:functiOna as compatible end complementary elements of
a budget system, though not as coequal aspects of central ,r
budgeting; LOAdeil)fOrifiPPB would centralist the .planning
'function and delegate primary managerial and control responsibili-
ties to supervisory end operating levels reepeCtively.611-

Given the planning and high policy orientations of 1,178, there has been

too inch emOkaeis on "structural,chenges" attributed to it It is at the

institutional rnd upper management levels where most high-level policy and
- -

.
.

range pleasing decisions ieeaKhstand-lhere most'of,these decisions

bra apede'In the (7a.thie:light, 'cue of the important:centribu-bins-SIIPB is that it atteeits to buile"cresivalte'or'linkeged +mots

Dtor, "PPS and the PUblic Policy- Raking System; Some Raflec-
OSA aa the Papere by Bertram. H. Gross and Allen Schick," Public Administra-

*rti06.XXIX (March Apra, 1969), p. 154. =,

rood to rris.r pp. 245-46 (italics added);
tsagoo p. 117.

to PPB, pp. 245-46. Italics mine.

"The New



the budgeting activities of the institutional level, the managerial level

, and the technical level of the organization.) The managerial and technical

. _
,. suborganizations dominated formal budgeting activities prior to the advent

of PPB because thereas lase concern in the budgeting cycle with long-

range planning, large-scale resource mobilization and goal formulation.
,

---, It should come as-n6 surprise that the planning aspects of PPS are central-,

-,- : -,.;..
, -_-,;. . . 4 /

- 'Axed near the top of the organization, as that is the "normal" organizational
s

, ,,:,r ir location of such broad-gauge activitiea. '-'','-' ' ''': -:-'-' f.. . .

,
.

;.: . _

.... Further, the planning orientation is the most "political" of the

'rj04 functions of budgeting; no'aurprise'need be expressed in "discoveries" th
, ..,

- , .. .
,

.

there is iireatdeal of strategic budgeting, rather than "objective"
,:-,;..

- . ,,,,

ting; cOalaskied with the planning orientation. It is through the

, .,.
4kiiii*Ion that alternative goals are weighed and the resources

,
,,,, , , . ,_,,,,

needeu to fulfill these goals are sought. Perhaps this is why writers
. .

. _

OrGes61 and Wildavek0 have observed that PPB can only be
,

itfectil,,ily carried out *ram an agency backs- up its analytical skills in

ribs with coliidSrable:PeditIcal Ciout. ' '

. .

t he e iegitial ied techSicsfIerels of the organization the Pres

iemlef

-

PP iriSeerein liz. with the conventional canons of bUdgeties.

ilia level is concsrned priadriiy with what Schidk'ealls'ierfor-

ties (or with the processes of.iorkeed tali design of programs

and resourCes togath.t) . .

'iehiliiiiiie4S'riStriCtid to fiidteg-thi:ouiterite'literiele

P : t ! )

.

"Thir lbw Bysteerlddgeting," p. 126

Of gfficiASKOl'iiist -Benefit
'" ?Shit& Arleilisiratios

,



needed to execute programs which.arerather broadly defined by the insti-

tutional and upper managerial levels. At the technical level, you find the

older considerations of accounting, rules for the transfer of funds, controls
. .

on the number of personnel to be hired, the costing of specific items of

output and similar post hoc concerns. In line with mere modern practices,
7 .

there will also be analyses which evaluate the effectiveness of portions of

:programs or the activities of the technical level of the organization, such
. .

...

as the analyses conducted through PERT and operations research.
, .

One cf_the more severe problems with PPB is associated with the

training of new personnel. The planning orientation of PPB calls for

peop4.0 with the perspective of the managerial and institutional ieveis of

oZienization.' They must utilize new planning and mobilization tech--

.ia resource mobilization and goal, formulation and then try to .

integrate their -worktheir-work with the work at the other levels of the organization.

Sevoirel writers have noted both the need for different types of personne163
. .

and the new personnelatocameinto budgeting with PPB, but few have gone

4:0,41yend identifying them as "economists.. ". Although many of the new person-,
. ,

ors.Moo0Opiata, Oar's Are.mo unique aspects of ,their training which

41014.4 toes for.tbe valma7leden task of, goal formulation,. gives

political 0041s to mobilize respurcle, or gives them

"`i.. 4:;,:t:3.,

#MilbodiStio$ litO,clitu$O.Anss eoneider;the,

arising from differonsain prodt or-114#01110,-

'mix, ibophistieatiOn Oi tipei of technology, ambiguity or certainty
. .



:

In goals sought and variations in the environmental setting of the organi-

ration. Some comments are made about the effects of producing a tangible -

.

product as_ compared to producing an intangible service. These observations

are usually not systematically related
to discussions of the, budgeting

system or how the product affects styles of budgeting at all levels of the

organization. Better criteria than tangibility for evaluating the effects

of,a product oq the,budgeting process are .the sophistication and type of

technology producing it, the' societal (or organizational) ambiguity or

certainty concerning the desirability of producing the product and the

stars of the task and contextualenvironients of the organization. These

Criteria servlead Xo:betterlsnderstandings.qf when the planning, management
:

Or.controlnapecte of budgeting are noreprevalent=nt the institutional;

axial Or techniCal leiels of the organization.

Sumo

. =

In this paper it has been suggested that the acquisition of resources

is a general proesei that occure.in all social organisations.' The most

activi aspect of this -,processis the mobilisation of resources from the '.

nviromsisat.. -116...enecess or failure of organisations in mobilising these

. .

11004r.Of factors have been Suggented as having a significant
- - 7 -:- ,

on tbe.mobiliention of resources. These factors include the

tienallevela vitia organleations, the typos and sophistic.-

of booboo and i'the levels of professionalism; unionisation or
Era s"

;'=
eAlinenegoinil'.014tiatiotie of due personeel in the various

-:tit characteristics Lucia': the



dispersion or concentration of
resourcedeuppliere, their number and the, a-

-

relative stability or shifting of the environment.

These concepts were applied to some of the processes of budgeting in
organizations because budgeting is so closely associated with the mobilizing
of resources.' It was suggested that certain aspects of budgeting and

,

-certain aspects of resource mobilization are closely
associated, and that

T,-budgeting proceeses might be better
understood if analyzed through the

framemirk of the
theory orresoutte-tobilization.

In future research, this theory will be refined and applied to the
.

.

mobiliittion and budgeting of federal aid to education. It is hoped that
..'n a0ilication will show.the utility of this theory in mobilizing

eat fot specific
oreanixations

-.


